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CETRA Language Solutions Provides Interpreters for Ghana Navy Conference 
 

 

Accra, Ghana, March 18, 2014 – CETRA Language Solutions, a leading, global language 

services company headquartered in the United States, provided  interpretation services for 

the Coastal and Maritime Surveillance Conference which took place for the first time in 

Africa.  

 
 

Anukware Adzima, General Manager of CETRA Ghana, Ltd, says: “It is an exciting time for 

us at CETRA to become a part of this all important conference.” 

 

 

The Coastal and Maritime Surveillance Conference was an official event of the Ghana Navy 

and took place in Accra, Ghana. The Conference brought together defense experts, 

maritime industries, Chiefs of Navy and Air Force, etc. The coastal and maritime 

surveillance is very important for Ghana, not only because of piracy threats and the 

protection of the offshore oil industry. The goal is to make Ghana the Centre of Maritime 

Security in West Africa. Unmanned aerial systems, coastal surveillance systems, anti-

piracy and search and rescue are some of the topics that were discussed during the 

conference. As the conference was a multicultural event with a global topic, CETRA´s 

interpreters facilitated communication for this event. CETRA collaborated with the IQPC, 

the organizer of the event and specialist in defense related conferences.  

 

CETRA offers translation, website and software localization and interpretation services to 

the market research, legal, and life sciences industries as well as governments using a 

global network of professional linguists. CETRA’s team of multilingual project managers 

brings a wealth of diverse, worldwide experience to each request, and offers prompt and 

responsive assistance, insightful cultural consulting, and a proactive, partnering approach. 
 
CETRA was founded in 1997 by Dr. Stejskal. The company currently ranks on the Common 

Sense Advisory’s list of the world’s top 100 Language Service Providers and the Inc. 5000 

list of the fastest growing companies. CETRA is ISO 9001:2008, ISO 13485:2003 and EN 

15038 certified.  

 

For more information please visit www.cetra.com. 

 

### 

Contact: 
 
Angela Wende, Chief Marketing Officer | angela.wende@cetra.com |+49 (0) 176 4727 6924  

Anukware Adzima, General Manager | anukware.adzima@cetra.com | +233 (0)50 5093639 
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